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The Siku Quanshu is undisputed as the largest single
assembly of classical works in the world.
Compiled by edict of Emperor Qianlong, the Siku Quanshu
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(‘Complete Library of Four Treasures’) is a compendium of 3,000 years
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of Chinese knowledge, including literature, history, medicine, science

was founded with the mission of

and technology, diplomacy, philosophy, linguistics and so much more.

promoting Chinese culture through the
preservation of cultural classics and

The definitive Wenyuange edition of the Siku Quanshu encompasses

making them more accessible through

3,460 works totaling more than 36,000 volumes and is brought to life

advanced information technologies.

like never before in a unique, fully online format. This monumental work

Digital Heritage offers the only fully
online version of the Siku Quanshu,
representing a great technological feat

is the result of contributions by hundreds of editors and noted scholars,
and is enhanced by never-before available tools to enhance research.

and a contribution to seminal research
on Chinese culture, language, and
history.

MARC records are available for the complete set.

Database Specifications
Format

Â Online
Â Hosted by East View Information Services in the United States
Â Detailed usage statistics
Â MARC records are available for the complete set

Coverage

Â 3,460 works, more than 36,000 volumes
Â Three thousand years of Chinese civilization including history, geography, politics, economics,
science, technology, philosophy and the arts

Search

Â Digital Heritage advanced the Unicode Standard to include more than 12,000 never before
available characters
Â 200,000 un-encoded characters are digitized for more inclusive search results
Â The content of 60 thousand tables and chronologies are digitized for search tables
Â User-friendly English and Chinese interface provides familiar navigation and fast look-up
Â Personal research tools include Bookmarks, Notes and Annotation Marks
Â Uses Correlated Search which allows users to find closely related terms for more inclusive
results when search criteria include interchangeable or related characters such as
Traditional-Simplified, or Chinese-Japanese character sets
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